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CHAIRMAN’S COMMENT 

 
What a year!  Once again the hard working committee 
and officials dug deep to deliver a varied and challenging 
program of events that provided individual challenge and 
team competition to riders from across the spectrum of 
experience.  For this effort I am greatly indebted to each 
and every one of them. 
 
From the individual journey of FS Bennett (page 8) which 
started as a quest to impress a young lady (it must have 
worked for they got married recently!), to the success of 
Sqn Ldr Sam Martin at Olympia (Page 56) ,and Flt Lt 
Moore on the international circuit (page 12), this report 
demonstrates clearly how the equestrian journey 
challenges our people, makes them grow in confidence 
and gives them the warrior spirt the modern day RAF 
needs to function on operations around the world. 

 
The end of 2017 saw the departure of the former Chair, Gp Capt Sara Mackmin, who deployed 
overseas for 12 months in early 2018.  Sara was a driving force for the modernisation and 
professionalisation of the association and I am confident that without her drive, dedication and 
hard work equitation in the RAF may well have ceased to be viable.  The whole association owes 
her a great debt and it is an honor to take over the reins (pun intended!) in our 100th Anniversary 
year. 
 
Wg Cdr Russ Gleeson RAFEA Chairman 
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THE 2017 RAFEA COMMITTEE 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AVM Chris Luck, President 
 

Wing Commander Russ Gleeson (Air Ops) 

Chairman 

Joined the RAFEA as Development Director in 2013.  Learning to ride as a child, 

he continued in his mid-twenties after joining the RAF, taking part in his first ISL in 

2010 when he was stationed at RAF High Wycombe.  His beloved horse Bill by 

George (Bill) enjoyed one final fantastic hunting season in 2016 before succumbing 

to various incurable ailments.  Russ is now working for NATO and slowing bringing 

on Merlin, a part Bred Cleveland Bay to become his next hunter.  He became Chair 

at the end of the 2017 season. 
 

 

 

Squadron Leader Karen Brough (Air Ops) 

Chef D’Equipe 

Karen started riding at the age of 22 and owns Shadow, an ID x TB x Frisian gelding.  She has 

competed in dressage, show jumping, combined training, Hunter Trials and One Day Events 

(ODE).  She competed at the Inter-Station League (ISL), the RAF Championships and on the 

RAF Team before becoming the Chef D’Equipe. 

 

 

 

Squadron Leader Haley Norris (Logs) 

Development and Training Director  

Hayley has ridden since the age of six and now owns two horses, Archie and Isla.  Haley 

competes regularly at BS, some dressage and cross-country but favours show jumping.  

She became the ISL Director in 2010 and subsequently took on the Saddle Club 

Coordinator role in 2011.  She has now become our Development and Training Director. 

 

 
Flying Officer Penny Harrison (IntO) 

Secretary 

Penny started riding quite late when she was 15, but has been hooked ever since. She mainly 

rides for pleasure, but does like to compete at low level events in dressage and show jumping. 

Penny has worked at a variety of riding schools and livery yards, including at a hunting yard as 

an apprentice where she worked through her BHS Stages, before joining the RAF. One day, she 

hopes to have her own horse so she can start competing much more regularly and try the 

eventing world. 

 

Sergeant Angela Polgreen (ICT Tech) 

Equipment Manager 

Ange loaned horses for approximately 2 yrs prior to getting her first horse Buffy who she had for 
8 years before losing her to ill health.  She now shares Colly, who was a rescue; Ange is taking 
his education very slowly but now out competing at hunter trials and ODE working towards the 
RAF eventing squad. 
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Flight Lieutenant Simon Allen (WSO) 

Public Relations Officer 

Simon owns three horses and rode for the main team for four consecutive seasons, chiefly 

with Falconwood Dollar and his ex-race horse, Master Sam.  He has been the OIC for 

Akrotiri and Valley Riding Clubs, and won the ISL, with Valley, in 2015. He has competed 

in show jumping, dressage and cross country with his best resulting coming in the 

showing ring with working, ridden hunter and the ex-race horse classes. 

 

 

Squadron Leader Sam Martin (Pilot) 

Safety Manager 

Sam competes for the Senior Team on Cruise, a dapple grey 17 hands 13 yr old ISH; Sam has 

owned him since he was 4 and he has been a RAF team horse since 2012.  Cruise and Sam 

have competed 5 times at Royal Windsor and 4 times at Olympia, finishing 4th, 3rd and 2nd 

respectively in the last 3 years.  When time allows Sam also competes at British Show jumping 

and British Eventing. 

 

 

     

Flt Lt Madi Timlin (Pers Sec) 

Treasurer  

Madi learned to ride when she was 8 years old at RAF Wildenrath Saddle Club in Germany; 

competing at Saddle Club and local civilian gymkhanas as a child.  Having married a Cpl in the 

Royal Signals in 1997, she competed as a dependent for Hereford Saddle Club in their 

regional finals in dressage, show jumping and cross-country, qualifying to ride at the Rhine 

Army Summer Show in 1998.  on return to the U.K., Madi loaned a polo pony and began 

learning the basic skills to take part in polo.  On discovering she was pregnant, Madi  took an 

intermission from riding, and, apart from odd hacks, didn’t get back into it again until 2014 when she joined High 

Wycombe Saddle Club, took part in ISL, and then the RAF Championships. 

 

 

Squadron Leader Liz Dawson (WSO) 

Deputy Director Festival of Equitation 

Liz started riding at the age of 15.  She has competed in ISL and the RAF Championships, and 

enjoys hunting and ODEs.  After sadly losing her beloved Jake in Aug 15, Liz found a new horse 

partner very similar to Jake in Feb 16.  Boris, a 16hh fine Irish Cob, has enjoyed his winter 

resting post injury; Liz is now determined to bring him back up to competition level in Spring 17. 

 

 

Flight Lieutenant Abi Booth (Air Ops) 

Deputy ISL Co-ordinator 

Abi took over the ISL Director role in 2017.  Having started riding at the age of 4, by the 

age of 14 she was working on an Andalusian Stud, attempting to learn the art of 

Classical Dressage with varying degrees of success!  After a break from riding during 

University, Abi took up riding again in 2014.  She now owns a 16.1hh (and still growing) 

Irish Draught, called Rosie, who she is training herself and hopes to get out competing 

on soon. 
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RAFEA SUMMARY 
 
Equitation is classified as a high-risk sport.  Key to continuation of this sport in the RAF has been 
ensuring that the risks associated with equitation activities are kept as low as reasonably 
practicable and tolerable.  In 2016, the serving Safety Manager Sgt Paula Golder, continued the 
work on the recommendations made by the RAF Safety Centre at the formal assurance visit at the 
Festival of Equitation in Sep 15.  Rider and coach check lists have now been implemented to 
ensure that both meet the standards set in the RAFEA Safety Management plan.  Significant 
funding is forecast to continue to ensure the RAF Cranwell Cross Country course, used for cross 
country training at Cranwell and the Festival of Equitation, meets modern day safety standards. 
Thanks to the efforts of the RAFEA committee, this strategy is now in action. 
 
In 2017 RAFEA ran/fielded competitors in the events listed below (not including horse racing): 
 

Development Combined Trg  

Dressage + Show 

Jumping = Combined Trg 

(CT) 

Flemish Farm, SL4 2LD 

RAFEA Team trg and Selection  Show jumping  Defence Animal Centre, LE13 0HX 

UK Armed Forces Equestrian Championship Show jumping Addington Manor, MK18 2JR 

Royal Windsor Horseshow Show jumping Windsor Castle, SL4 1NG 

Team Quest Heats Dressage Locations and dates various 

Royal Tournament Training Show jumping  New Barn Farm, RG7 6EF 

Navy Champs  

Show Jumping 

Dressage 

Loriners Inter-Services  

David Broom Centre, NP26 5XP 

Pre-RAF Festival of Equitation trg Cross-Country RAF Cranwell 

RAF Festival of Equitation 

Dressage 

Show Jumping  

Cross Country 

Loriners Inter-Services  

RAF Cranwell 

UK AF Dressage Championships  Dressage David Broom Centre, NP26 5XP 

Royal Tournament 

Show jumping 

Olympia Qualifying 

Loriners Inter-Services  

Defence Animal Centre, LE13 0HX 

Somerford Park Training Camp 
Show Jumping 

Eventing 

Somerford Equestrian Centre CW12 

4SW 

Inter-Station League (ISL) Finals Combined Training RAF Cranwell 

HAC Competition Show Jumping HAC, London 

Olympia Services Jumping Show Jumping Olympia 
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2017 FINANCIAL SUMMARY 

 
Flt Lt Madi Timlin 

 
In addition to the funding that Saddle Clubs receive from their Stations, the RAFEA bids for 
funding from the RAF Sports Federation each year in 3 categories: the Development Sports Fund 
(DSF), Op Costs and the 5 Year Plan (5YP).  These must be linked to the Association’s 5 Year 
Strategy,  During 2017, changes to the way sport is funded and managed saw the provision of 
grants change from the RAF Sports Federation to the Central Fund; this has resulted in an 
increase in financial scrutiny over the bid and financial reporting process in order to meet the 
requirement of the Charity Commission for every charity to understand its financial position and 
charitable impact. 
 
The DSF may be used for the annual Festival and one grassroots development event that may 
comprise training as well as a competition. RAFEA spent its 2017 DSF allocation of £5500 to 
subsidise the costs of running combined training at Flemish Farm, subsidise the costs of hirelings 
to provide the facility for those grassroots and development riders without their own horses to ride 
at the Festival, and to provide a VIP marquee to host our executives and sponsors.  The Festival 
met its costs of £14,054 in full this year and made a small profit of £266; this profit was absorbed 
to clear a deficit from the previous year’s Champs. 
 
The Op Costs funds are dedicated to training and competition costs incurred by fielding senior 
level riders for inter-service events, as well as rosettes and prizes for RAFEA competitions such 
as the Inter-Station League (ISL). These have been fixed for RAFEA at £7000 for many years. In 
2017, RAFEA estimates that it overspent by £438 (yet to be ratified by the Sports Charity in the 
annual audit of the RAFEA accounts).  This overspend is because 2017 saw RAFEA field more 
riders in more events and disciplines than previous years. This included teams at the Windsor 
Horse Show, a full quota of competitors at the Royal Tournament, riders in the UKAF Dressage 
Competition for the second year and participation in the nationally organised Team Quest 
dressage competition to build experience and competence in this core discipline.  RAFEA also ran 
a training event for its dressage team at RAF Cranwell, provided £880 to subsidise the entries of 
grassroots riders to the ISL and £700 to support the hire of venue and horses to host the ISL 
Finals. 
 
The 5YP is, to all intents and purposes, funding for essential equipment and clothing to support 
deliver of equitation.  This includes subsidised clothing for Squad Riders and Officials and 
maintenance funding for show jumps and the RAFC Cranwell cross country course, used for 
RAFEA training and events.  RAFEA also submits the Home for Sport bid prepared by RAFC 
Cranwell for maintenance of its facilities.  In 2017, RAFEA was allocated £5000 for 5YP items.  In 
Apr 17, the RAFEA Championships Committee sought advice from a qualified British Eventing 
course builder on the work needed to refurbish the Cranwell cross country course in preparation 
for the RAF Championships. The work required to the ground and jumps exceeded capacity of 
what could be achieved in the time available and available funds. It was therefore decided that the 
course should no longer be used for cross country classes at the Championships until it could be 
repaired.  As an interim measure, elements of some of the cross country jumps were reused in a 
different positions or as donor material for building new jumps; to fund this, £3193 was allocated 
from the 5 YP towards on refurbishing the RAF Cranwell cross country course and Association 
stock of show jumps, with further funding coming from a combination of sponsorship and 
Association Reserves.  
 
In addition to the 3 funding categories detailed above, in 2017 RAFEA members benefited from 
Individual Sports Lottery grants totaling £8429.  
 
JSP660 places limits on the number of participants each Sport is allowed to field, while the DRS 
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determines the number of events that Sports Associations may run and authorises them as duty. 
In 2017, DRS permitted RAFEA to field riders for, and run, 24 official events; 278 riders 
participated in these events.  While this is an increase on previous years and includes the military 
horse races, both it and central funding, still fall short of the RAFEA’s ambition for participation in 
the three core disciplines of dressage, show jumping and eventing.   
 
Essential in addressing this shortfall, the committee remains grateful to its sponsors for their 
continued support.  In 2017, our sponsors CAE made a significant investment of £5000 in the 
Association, which was pivotal in providing significant refurbishment of the RAF College Cranwell 
cross country course and investment in portable cross-country fences, as detailed above, 
ensuring cross country remained a discipline in this year’s Festival of Equitation. 
 
Generous financial donations, prizes and essential consumables from the following companies 
enabled the Association to encourage and facilitate involvement in equitation at all ability levels in 
all 3 disciplines in 2017: 
 
Sports Lottery 
Central Funds 
CAE 
The Worshipful Company of Loriners 
BAE 
Bedmax 
LOC Horse Transport 
Saracens Feeds 
Allen & Page 
Claypole Butchers
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THE WOBBLEBERRY CHALLENGE 
 

By Flight Sergeant Tony Bennett 
 
The following is a story from FS Tony Bennett, currently working at RAF Cranwell in Recruitment 
& Selection.  It describes his journey from never sitting on a horse to competing in a BE80 in a 
very short time, meeting his wife and, most importantly, his horse.  If you want somebody to 
inspire you, read this! 
 
Tony’s aim was to compete in the Wobbleberry Challenge, and event started by family and friends 
of the late Hannah Francis in support of “Willberry the Wonder Pony”.  This was Hannah’s mascot, 
carried everywhere in her body protector, accompanying her while she continued to compete in 
spite of undergoing treatment for osteosarcoma.  Osteosarcoma is a rare type of cancer that 
begins in the bones; around 550 new cases are diagnosed each year in the UK.  This is Tony’s 
story. 
 

https://www.wobbleberries.com 
 

 
 

Perfect harmony 

 
“I first went near a horse in Oct/Nov 15 purely because a lady I had taken on a date invited me to 
meet her horse.  Truth is, I didn’t want to go.  I saw horses as big smelly and dangerous, but the 
heart led the head and, before I knew it, I was poo picking and grooming a 16hh Cob x TB 
desperately trying to look like I wanted to be there!! 
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Some weeks later I was challenged by my 8-year-old daughter to have a ride because she had 
done it.  Not wanting to disappoint I did and, although terrified at the thought of anything faster 
than a walk, as soon as Elaine (said lady and now fiancée) got us trotting, it felt like we were 
moving at a million miles an hour and it felt great!! 
 
Several months later and, having been Elaine’s groom as she travelled with the Army team, I felt I 
was progressing well enough to raise the bar.  I was completing 50cm show jumping courses and 
60-70cm cross poles and, although this felt enough, I knew I would never go any further (or 
bigger) if I did not have a target to aim for.  Elaine recommended I take part in a local competition 
at Litchfield Saddle Club.  I placed 4th in the dressage, of which I was immensely proud, but I lost 
count somewhere between fences 5 and 6 in the show jumping and was eliminated! 
 
I was still thrilled with my accomplishments and it was then that Elaine suggested I register for the 
Wobbleberry Challenge.  For those who do not know, the Wobbleberry challenge was started by 
family and friends of the late Hannah Francis in support of Willberry the Wonder Pony.  This was 
Hannah’s mascot, who she would be seen carrying in her body protector during competitions, 
whilst undergoing treatment for osteosarcoma.  Without really understanding what was required, I 
just knew it was a great cause with a fringe benefit of improving my riding; I went and purchased a 
back protector. 
 
The aim of the challenge is to train for and complete a BE80(T) before the end of the Autumn 
2017.  The BE80(T) involves a dressage test, a show jumping round and hanging on for dear life 
whilst the horse jumps solid obstacles around a cross country course!!  This would be a challenge 
for me because,in the spirit of the Wobbleberry Challenge, I am nearly middle aged and I am a 
wimpy rider – do not mistake stupidity and a willingness to try anything with bravery!! 
 

 
 

Confidence is clearly growing! 
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So 13 hrs after starting I had raised 140% of my target; I had I seriously underestimated how 
many of my friends and family wanted to see me holding onto a horse in terror!!  This drove me on 
to raise my goal from the obligatory £50 to £250.  Training continued to go well over the coming 
weeks; as a result of Elaine putting me through my paces and nagging (no pun intended) me to 
get things right and ask Muffin for what I wanted in the correct way, I entered a Prelim 2 and 
placed 3rd with a score of 62.1%.  The rosette is still proudly pinned to my notice board!! 
 
With renewed confidence and complete faith in Muffin, I entered an arena Eventing class at 
Northallerton Equestrian Centre (EC). Success…I remembered a course (60cm) with a grand total 
of 21 jumps!!  Muffin was a dude, absolutely brilliant with me and I owe him a lot for that day; it felt 
amazing and was confident that I was on track.  My only disappointment was that I felt I could 
have gone bigger and decided I was definitely increasing the height next time. 
 
3 weeks later I was back at Northallerton EC for 3 show jumping classes; 60cm speed, 65cm 
optimum, 70cm speed.  My results were amazing if I do say so myself; I stayed on in all classes 
and earned myself a 1st in the 65cm and a 6th in the 70cm.  I was thrilled as I was still of the 
mind-set that I just wanted to get round in one piece!!  Muffin really is amazing and I knew then 
that this was a team effort and something I could not do without him because, despite some 
questionable positioning, he did everything I meant to ask for whilst also looking out for me. 
 
While all this was going on I decided I needed my own horse so started looking for a 9-12 year old 
bomb-proof cob type; we’ve all seen the adverts.  One weekend I arrived at Elaine’s and proudly 
announced ‘We’re going to see this horse, isn’t he lovely?’  ‘He’s 3!’ was the response.  Three 
weeks later Hunter was the new addition to the family; he needed backing, and being mine, I 
insisted I wanted to be the first to do everything on him, with Elaine taking care of all the 
refinement in between all the firsts!  There was no jumping with Muffin throughout Feb/Mar 17 as 
Elaine needed him fit for Army selection and I needed some guidance and more refinement with 
Hunter; lots of 20m circles and 3 loop serpentines to get us both bending and turning properly... 
the boy did amazing and I am thrilled at how far he has come in less than a year.  He only recently 
turned 4 and, if I am brave enough, maybe I will do this next year on him.   
 
Back to team Tony & Muffin.  A stand out session has to be being put through my paces at 
Bainnesse Farm, near Catterick Village, where Muffin is stabled.  Elaine had me doing lots of 
transition work and striking on the correct canter lead before facing what I thought were 70 and 
75cm jumps.  It turns out my betrothed set them at 80 and 85 cm.  I thought I could feel the 
difference in take-off, air time, and landing; I was thrilled when I came away and could see no 
reason why I shouldn't be doing this on a regular basis and making it the norm!  I just needed to 
do some XC and then keep everything ticking over. 
 
After needing a few weeks off with a back injury, not equine related I hasten to add, I was back to 
serpentines followed by transition work then some jumping.  We had tried to source some cross- 
country schooling but there was nothing available locally, so I had to settle for show jumping and 
some imagination.  I was feeling good and suffering no ill effects from my recent injury, Muffin was 
eager to go and, with my confidence soaring, 60cm quickly became 80, then 85cm.  I was over the 
moon!  Then, in between her tears of laughter, Elaine informed me I was actually up to 95cm and I 
hadn't even noticed!!  After getting over the initial shock I felt exhilarated and with an abundance 
of confidence and bravery, I broke my first 1m, achieving 1.05 on my last jump! 
 
My first time on a cross country course came courtesy of Capt ‘Skip’ Nicholls, OC of the Army’s 
Defence Animal Trg Regt.  Following the Army’s training weekend under his tutelage, I was 
allowed some time on DATRs cross country course, where the Royal Tournament takes place. 
Muffin was great as always, never let me get too big headed, and only did what was needed- what 
I needed.  We then had 3 goes around a jumping channel; the first first one was shaky, but we got 
better and better.  I would like to send a huge thank you to Capt Nicholls for letting me use the 
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facilities, much appreciated.  I now know it was him who said 'make him do it again' after 2 goes 
around the lane to see if I would obey Elaine - dutifully I did! 
 
For the next few weeks, whilst the Muffin was busy with Elaine and helping the Army win the first 
leg of the Inter-Services Loriners Cup, I had ample opportunity to get some time in with Hunter. 
The boy had now joined me at RAF College Cranwell and we were loving it.  He was amazing in 
his new surroundings and we even ventured around the XC course where he handled water, 
drops, and steps for the first time ever and didn't bat an eyelid!! 
 
The final few steps included lunging without reins to help my balance and to prove to myself that 
the correct seating position was enough to get Muffin to engage in a transition; this was a huge 
step and took a lot from me, not just trust in Elaine and Muffin, but in myself too.  Thankfully it was 
a success and we came out unscathed, which is more than I can say for our next jumping lesson. 
We started wel, then a tight turn on the left rein was bugging Muffin, I knew my brain was going 
one way but my head and body were saying something else; it was my fault and I knew I had to 
crack it.  Four or five goes later and I was looking up at a beautiful blue sky as Muffin had clearly 
got fed up of saving my backside and so unceremoniously dumped me on it!  Unperturbed I 
dusted myself off and got back on; I knew I had to finish on a high or I wouldn’t get on again and 
Muffin wouldn’t trust me.  Four doubles later we felt good and back on track, I got off and thanked 
my lucky stars we were both okay. 
 
With Autumn fast approaching I had to pick a BE80(T) to enter, so after trawling the BE website, I 
settled for Saturday 15th July 17 at Northallerton; where better than somewhere I was already 
familiar with.  After a 75cm and 85cm class at Catterick Garrison Saddle Club, the final step of my 
training was set to be a practice run of all 3 disciplines on Sun 9th July 17. 
 
This had been an amazing journey, and I had received the most amazing support from family and 
friends, but most importantly Elaine and Muffin.  I will let all my sponsors know how I get on as 
well as everyone who has supported me in other ways; Army EA Team, DATR, and RAF EA”. 
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MOORE FLIES THE FLAG FOR GREAT BRITAIN 

By Flt Lt Carrie Moore RAF  

Challenge Saumur is a Reserve Forces Association event held in rotation by 4 competing nations.  

It is open to Reserve Forces Officers and potential Officers of the UK, Belgium, France and the 

Netherlands, and guests as agreed by the committee.  Riders must be capable of jumping a 3' 

showjumping and cross-country course on an unknown horse, which is quite an ask of individual. 

Challenge Saumur 2017 was the 46th anniversary and was held at the Ecoles Saint-Cyr 

Coetquidan Military Academy in Brittany, France.  The format is very similar to that of Inter Station 

League (ISL) except that you do cross-country instead of stressage! 

Historically, the UK team has always been made up of Army personnel but this year the invite was 

opened up to both the RN and the RAF.  Until then, the RAF has not had a Reservist rider capable 

of the standard required; Flt Lt Carrie Moore was selected as the sole RAF representative by the 

RAF Equitation Association Chairman, Deputy Chairman and Chef D'Equipe. 

Thu 28 Sep/Fri 29 Sep 

The journey began travelling from my home near Ellesmere, Shropshire to Army HQ, Andover 

where I would meet a few of the team for onward travel to Portsmouth to collect the remaining 

team members and catch the overnight ferry to St Malo.  Following a fairly uneventful, smooth 

crossing, we arrived in St Malo and commenced our journey to the Ecoles Saint-Cyr Coetquidan.  

On arrival at the hotel, our rooms were not ready for us to check-in, so we drove to a nearby town 

for some lunch and local ‘sight-seeing’.  After what seemed like hours sitting in the mini-bus we 

drove back to the hotel where we could check-in and get ready for the ‘meet & greet’.  We were 

given a presentation about the weekend, the rules and how the competition would be scored, all in 

French so thank goodness there was someone to translate for us!!  Believe me, his English was 

much better than my French could ever be!  The course would be built at 90cm, which was a huge 

relief to me as I had been told before we left the UK that it would be 105cm showjumping (SJ) and 

1m x-country (XC); however, this lower height seemed of great disappointment to some of the UK 

team members.  Following on from the presentation, the captain from each team had to step 

forward to choose a number from a hat to decide the order of riding.  I was pushed forward as the 

captain, selected more by default of rank than anything else!  I couldn’t have chosen a worse 

starting position if I tried – first team to go (sorry girls).  Once all the team running order had been 

decided, the captains had to then choose a letter to decide which group of horses they would be 

allocated.  Each pack-up contained information about the horses that team would ride – height, 

age, what it had done and a bit about its character (all in French of course).  We were then taken 

up to an indoor riding school where the grooms would bring each team’s horses out for a trot-up.  

Some of the horses looked lovely, others looked a bit thin, some even looked lame but overall 

there was a mixture of horses.  Between the 3 of us on my team, we discussed the horses 

allocated to us and decided who would ride which one.  I was allocated a 16yr old mare whose 

character said she was gentle and honest.  My nerves are the not the best before competition and 

to hear my team manager and other team mates saying ‘don’t worry, it’s only 90cm’ wasn’t 

helping!  I had not jumped a course of show jumps this size since Aug 16, and for x-country since 

Mar 16.  Prior to my arrival in France, my main concern was letting down the people who had put 

my name forward.  Time to think positive (not an easy task!).  

It was back to the clubhouse for what we thought was a buffet style meal of cold pick-ups.  This 

was just the ‘entrée’ (starter) as another 3 courses were then brought out.  The French know how 
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to host in style!  During the meal, we had an opportunity to engage with riders from the other 

countries, along with the staff from the stables (a chance to find out more about the horses we 

would be riding).  I wished I could speak French as it would have made conversations easier, but I 

coped as best as I could! 

 

A happy Carrie with Nikie; I don’t think she knows she going to win, keep it quiet! 

Sat 30 Sep 

Saturday came round all too quickly but I slept relatively well considering I was about to compete 

on a horse I knew nothing about, over a course of show jumps at a height I have not jumped for 

almost 14 months.  Those that know me well, yes the nerves kicked in, but unusually I managed 

to eat breakfast of croissants and orange juice.  We then walked as one big group up to the SJ 

arena for the opening ceremony followed by walking the course.  The course was twisty (sat nav 

required?) but looked ok and I had to convince myself I could do it.  One of the guys (Off Cdt Dan 

Petho) who was part of the UK contingent is training to be a sports psychologist and he really 

helped to put my nerves at bay.  I put aside the fact it was a competition, I was here to have fun 

and pretend I was trying out new horses.  With my competition horse Monty, now retired, and the 

new boy Frankie still off work from injury, I have not exactly had much riding practice in the lead 

up to France.  It was back to the stables to tack up our mounts and head to the warm-up arena.  
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Nikie, the mare I was riding seemed fairly relaxed and I felt I could trust her.  As with ISL, we had 

about 15mins to warm-up and get familiar with our mounts.  Again, Dan was on hand to reassure 

me and remind me of some techniques to help remain calm, keep nerves and negative thoughts 

at bay.  I trotted into the SJ arena and prepared to salute to both the VIPs and then to the judges. 

Nikie was not too keen on standing still so decided she wanted to join in with saluting and started 

to nap (‘keep calm Carrie, you can do this’ was going through my head, ‘she just wants to get on 

with the job’).  My name and country was announced over the tannoy and the bell was rung – my 

cue to go through the start.  Steering was interesting, so too was the speed at which we jumped 

(lacking a little brakes) but we cleared all the jumps – phase 1 completed and I was extremely 

happy.  I actually enjoyed it!  

 

Course Walk anyone? 

At lunchtime, we were given the results from the SJ – my team (UK B) were lying in 2nd place and 

I was 6th as an individual.  The team currently sitting in first were a scratch team from the 

competing nations so were ineligible for consideration of the cup, but their scores could be 

counted for the individual placings.  The nerves kicked in again and I could not eat lunch (despite 

the lovely spread the French had once again laid on) – cue more sports psychology talk from Dan. 

It was then a drive to the XC course to walk round the jumps and what line we would ride.  It 

looked big and I hadn’t jumped XC since Mar 2016 other than taking SAC Liz Mawdsley’s lovely 

pocket rocket (aka Penny) round the 75cm arena eventing at the RAF Champs the previous 

weekend.  Back to the stables to tack our mounts up and hack back to the course (a good 15min 

walk).  I was 8th to go – the warm-up went well and Nikie knew what was coming as she danced 

on her toes as we headed to the start box (keep calm, breathe and enjoy yourself. Have fun!).  We 

flew out of the start box and headed towards the first fence.  Once over the first few fences, I 
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relaxed and my confidence grew.  We were flying, Nikie was amazing and we came home clear 

inside the time.  We had to ride back to the stables in 3’s – by virtue of our riding order we had a 

UK tri-service ‘team’ hack back to the yard which made for pleasant and understandable 

conversation.  Once all the riders were back at the stables, washed their horses off and put them 

back into their stalls, we headed to the clubhouse for the presentations.  From talking with my 

team mates, I knew we had done well as we had all gone clear in both the SJ and XC, so it would 

depend on our timings around the XC. 

 

Talk about guts and determination, look at this! Go on son I mean Carrie! 

We did better than well – the UK B team had won!  Not only were we presented with the team cup 

(which had to be returned the following year), we were given individual cups to keep, a rosette, a 

magnum of champagne, books and a rucksack full of goodies.  The individual placings were then 

announced starting with 8th place – to my complete shock and utter surprise I had won as an 

individual, cue more trophies, another magnum of champagne and other goodies.  This was the 

icing on the cake for me, especially as I was so nervous in the run up to the event – if only I could 

have more belief in myself and ride like this at home. 

A very quick turnaround (30mins) before heading off to a formal day to finish off the day.  The 

French really do know how to host and entertain!  The food was amazing and we were given 

presentations on how the Ecole operates (equivalent to Sandhurst) and what the course involved 

– again, thank goodness for the translator otherwise I would not have a clue what was being said! 
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I need to learn how to speak some French before next year’s competition (thinking positive, I 

would like to be considered for the UK team).  

Sun 1 Oct  

Sun morning started with a visit to the clubhouse to watch a student taking over the student 

Presidency of the clubhouse.  The student is required to jump over a table laid out with tablecloth, 

trophies, and champagne successfully before riding to the entrance of the arena to be 

congratulated with a glass of champagne!  It was then on to the museum to learn about the history 

of the Military Academy before getting back on the minibus to commence our journey home.  This 

time, we were sailing from Caen to Portsmouth which was a shorter journey than the outcoming 

one but also meant a late return to Andover.  I had booked a room in the Mess at Middle Wallop 

so that I would not be travelling home through the night in the dark. 

 

And to the winner the spoils! 

I had an amazing weekend, and such a great experience.  I want to say a huge thank you to Gp 

Capt Sara Mackmin, Wg Cdr Russ Gleeson and Sqn Ldr Karen Brough for having the belief in me 

to put my name forward for consideration, and to Off Cdt Emily Cooper for trusting their judgement 

to invite me as part of the team.   My thanks also to the UK Reserve Forces Association for 

funding the trip, without their support this would not have been possible. 
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OVERSEAS TRAINING CAMP 

This year’s Overseas Training Camp (OTC) Cyprus was organised by the newly promoted FS 

Jess Hall, who worked in P1 in Cyprus, and was aimed at Grassroots level riders.  Its purpose 

was to give an intensive week of training in dressage, show jumping, cross-country and equine 

management.  Ten RAF personnel from around the UK and one member from RAF Akrotiri joined 

together to undertake the challenge. 

The OTC group based themselves at Episkopi Garrison and travelled to Episkopi Saddle Club to 

be allocated their horses for the week.  The groups split so that some could assist at RAF Akrotiri 

Saddle Club to help with preparation of horses and riders for lessons, exercise horses, offer help 

and support to children to assist with their own horse management.  The remainder stayed in the 

Garrison and started to get to know their horses 

.  

 

Show Jumping in 35 degrees in your number one jacket anyone? 

The initial riding lessons at Episkopi helped to develop the rider’s skills and develop a connection 

with their horse; allowing horse and rider time to bond would give them the best chance of getting 

the most out of the partnership in the competitions which were scheduled for the end of the week.   

The instructors provided support and guidance by showing the groups how to correctly walk a 

show jump and cross country course, and looking at the technicalities of the strides and lines into 

fences.  The lessons gave some challenging obstacles for horses and riders but everyone 

progressed nicely. 
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Over the course of the week the group also had the opportunity to explore the beautiful island with 

its striking beaches, sunshine and exotic Cypriot cuisine – which gave the riders some valuable 

time for team bonding and discussing tactics for the upcoming competitions.  To help prepare for 

the competitions Off Cdt Hunter gave a presentation on how to prepare yourself and horse for a 

show including plaiting, dress and presentation. 

 

The first competition day arrived; it was the cross-country course with a fantastic challenge of 

some 24 jumps.  This competition was scored on style.  The following day was the dressage 

competition where some riders took part in the Novice and Preliminary level tests; this was 

followed by the show jumping rounds scored on points and speed.  
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FS Jess Hall, RAF Akrotiri OTC Team Manager, said “All riders arrived in Cyprus with a fantastic 

attitude, keen to learn and develop their skills.  An amazing amount of effort and dedication meant 

that in just 3 days of training the team came away with some fantastic results in the two-day 

competition.  I could not have been prouder of every single one of them” 

This attitude was confirmed by SAC Gaston RAF Swanwick: “A fantastic week with amazing 

people.  It was a marvellous opportunity to meet members of the Overseas Saddle Club and 

create connections with members of Saddle Clubs around the UK.  The instruction and 

competitions have really helped develop my riding skills and confidence.”  

Due to the success of the OTC, it is hoped that this will become an annual event.  This event also 

promotes the hard work of the Cyprus Saddle Clubs and allows members from these overseas 

clubs to join in wider RAFEA Events and promote the RAFEA in Cyprus. 

 
Flight Sergeant Jess Hall and her happy band of converts! 
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AN INTERVIEW WITH EX CAPTAIN CPL MELISSA ALLEN (HUMPHRIES) 

By Flt Lt Simon Allen 

As the RAF is focusing on women in sport, I recently had the pleasure of interviewing the long 

serving Cpl Mel Humphries, about her life, role in the RAF, RAFEA and, of course, her horses. 

When I first rode for the RAF team she was not only the Capt, a brilliant role model, excellent 

horsewoman, but really welcoming and a bit of a party animal, so I was really looking forward to 

catching up with her.  Here’s a little bit of the interview, which gives you an insight into Mel’s Life. 

Mel has now married Joe but the interview was conducted before the wedding day, so I’ve kept 

here as MH not MA.  For ease, SA is the interviewer and MH is Mel. 

SA: Thanks for sparing the time for this.  

MH: Get on with it; I'm a busy pregnant woman! No worries, I like to talk (laughing) 

SA: Okay, okay, let’s start with the easy questions. What is your full name? 

MH: Melissa Humphries soon to be Allen.  I'm getting married to Sgt Joe Allen (REME) on the 24 
Mar next year, I'm so excited.  

 

Melissa at home with Joe 
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SA: How old are you? 

MH: 33.  

SA: Where were you born Mel? 

MH: Crawley 

SA: Do you have any children? 

MH: Yes, 1 x 6 yr old boy and I'm pregnant, currently baking a girl, who is due in November! 

 

Get them started early! Mels son is already happy around horses. 
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SA: What's your role in the RAF and how long have you served? 

MH: I'm Cabin Crew stationed at RAF Brize Norton.  I love it and can't believe I've been in 17 
years!  

SA: Wow that's amazing. You must love your role. What's the best thing about your job? 

MH: Traveling the world with the fast jets and staying in amazing hotels! 

SA: Sounds a great job.  Just moving onto the horse questions now, do you currently have your 
own horse, if so what's his / her name? 

MH: Yes she called Cashel. She is 16 hands high, iron grey, 3yr old, by Cartendo VDL x Flag 
mount diamond 

SA: She sounds beautiful. Where did you get her from? 

MH: A lady on Horse Quest - it's basically the Auto Trader for horses! 

SA: To be riding horses and breaking them in you must be very experienced, when did you start 
riding?  

MH: I've been riding since I was 5 years old!! 

SA: It must be hairy riding all those youngsters, have you ever fallen off? 

MH: Lots of times mostly off of young horses while breaking and training, but they all turned out 
amazing in the end. 

SA: Juggling your work and riding must be tricky, what's a normal day like for you Mel?  

MH: I don't really have one being cabin crew no 2 days are the same, I like it though stops me 
getting bored! 

SA: Horses must be expensive; how much do you spend a month on your horse? 

MH: Way too much! I wouldn't like to even consult my bank statement to find out! 

SA: Blimey! Can you afford to eat?! 

MH: Yes I shop in Aldi ,I love food!  

SA: All the best people shop there, potential sponsor perhaps?!  Would you say riding is for rich 
people? 

MH: Certainly not, you just have to be clever with your money. 

SA: So, I know you ride on the main team, I used to ride with you when you were the Cap. How 
long have you been on the team now? 

MH: 16 years.  
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SA: Wow, that's some accomplishment. What's the biggest / highest jump you been over? 

MH: 1m 40 on the mighty UFO while competing in a 1.35 class at Arena UK 

SA: I remember him, a brilliant horse. What's your favourite equine discipline Mel, still show 
jumping? 

MH: Definitely show jumping, the fences fall down should you mess up a stride.  

 

Mel hard at work?! 

SA: Over your 16 year equine career you must have had some brilliant times. What's the highlight 
of your RAFEA horse career? 
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MH: Winning the Queens plate at Royal Windsor Horse Show with the team on UFO, he was a 
legend. 

SA: With all sports there's unfortunately highs and lows. What's been the low point? 

MH: Having to break in a young horse all over again after my jumping mare sustaining an injury in 
the field at 5 yrs old after putting in blood sweat and tears, she is now a fat happy broodmare 
though. 

SA: So a good conclusion in the end for her Mel. With all your experiences what advice would you 
give to somebody just starting out? 

MH: Never give up and don't be afraid to confide in someone with experience to help you out. 

SA: That's great, what advice would you give to give to somebody wanting to join the main team?  

MH: Get yourself to Melton in March 2018 and don't take yourself too seriously! 

SA: With your pregnancy I guess you're not competing at the moment, when do you expect to be 
out again?  

MH: I will be out in 2018 after I have had the baby but I have been attending on foot to help the 
team out with stables etc. and having a good old social! 

SA: Trust you to be thinking about partying!  Thank you very much for your time, open and honest 
answers. Best wishes to you and Joe for your wedding, I look forward to the invite! (which I never 
got!) 

 
The mighty UFO.
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DRESSAGE 2017 

By Sgt Lauren Sing / Dressage Coordinator 

Well what a year for the Dressage Team 2017, consisting of 5 Team Quest fixtures, Addington 

and the Festival of Equitation, a successful training weekend, and finished off with the UKAFDC 

held at the Great Britain Dressage Championships at the David Broome Event Centre. 

With 4 riders taking part in the Army Championships at Addington in April, and with most of the 

team riders being placed in their classes, this was also the opportunity for 2 new riders to be 

watched.  Following their successful tests we had established a team of 6 horses and riders for 

the Senior Squad: Sqn Ldr Caitlin Wroe, Flt Lt Fenella Allery, FS Keeley Skinner, Sgt David 

Carrothers, Sgt Marnie Long and Sgt Claire Tapp. 

The focus for 2017 was on Team Quest; a competition as part of British Dressage where riders 

come together to compete as a team from Intro to Novice level.  Each fixture requires 3 to 4 riders 

to compete, the best 3 scores are counted and then points are awarded for team placings.  Our 

aim was to compete in 5 qualifying legs; as the best 5 team scores are counted, this would give us 

the best chance possible to qualify for the Regional Finals. 

Our first leg was held at Checkendon Equestrian Centre (EC) with Marnie, Claire and Dave 

competing.  It was an incredibly hot day, but this did not stop the team coming first and individually 

2nd, 3rd and 4th respectively; a great start for the team picking up a maximum of 10 points.  

Our second leg was at Quainton Stud and proved a little more tricky as there were a high number 

of riders and teams taking part.  The RAF Team, with Keeley, Claire and Dave, did well with a 

harsh scoring judge to come 5th, and were awarded 6 points with Dave being placed 3rd 

individually in the My Quest section. 

The third fixture was held at Vale View EC and with Keeley, Claire and Marnie, they achieved 2nd 

place and 9 more points, despite Marnie’s horse being rather “diva like” in her first test.  Keeley 

and Marnie bettered their second test scores and were 3rd and 5th in the My Quest.  

Our fourth fixture did not quite go to plan as Claire’s horse came in from the field with a swollen 

fetlock the night before, declared unsound, she was therefore unable to compete.  The loss of a 

rider, meant that we did not qualify as a team but Fenella and Marnie rode the tests and had a 

great individual competition with Marnie winning the N34 and Fenella winning the N30. 

Our final fixture saw an addition to the Team: after successfully competing in BD classes and 

showing scores to qualify for the Team, Cpl Lauren Sing was out for the first time, joining Fenella 

and Claire for the 5th and final leg at Vale View EC.  It proved to be a great last outing with her 

only just missing out, 2nd place for the Team with a final 9 points to add, and individual placings for 

Fenella (4th ), Claire (5th) and Lauren (7th). 

Our final Team Quest points total was 34; without a score count for the 4th leg sadly, we did not 

qualify for the Regional Finals.  However, we had a great season and still achieved a mid 20s 

placing from 51 teams with our 4 scores so a promising thought for next year. 
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The awesome sight of Marnie and Fenella (Photo by Geoff Marsdon) 

The Dressage Team held a training event held at RAFC Cranwell in August, for both current team 

riders and those at Development level.  With only 2 riders per lesson, this meant that we could 

have plenty of one to one instruction and time to practice the new skills.  Our instructor, Mrs 

Kathryn Young, has trained and competed her own horses to PSG and Grand Prix level.  With 3 

lessons over 2 days and an assessed test, all riders benefited hugely from the weekend of intense 

training. 

The Festival of Equitation was a successful time for RAF Dressage riders: Lauren was 6th in BE 

90 Test 97, Caitlin won the BE 100 Test 107, Fenella was 2nd in N28 and 5th in E42 and Claire 

was 6th in E42. 

The Dressage Teams final competition of the year was at the UKAFDC.  The RAF had 4 riders 

take part, Claire, Fenella and Lauren, joined by Flt Lt Nat Morrell on her new horse.  The 

competition was run over 3 days with all riders able to compete in a maximum of 5 tests, 2 

championships tests and the rest warm up tests.  Fenella was 2nd in the N24/27 class and 1st in 

the Dressage to Music, Lauren 3rd in N24/27, Claire 2nd in N37/38 and Nat 3rd in P15/19 in the 

UKAFDC.  This really is a wonderful event and the Armed Forces are made to feel extremely 

welcome. 

With this closing our season of fixtures the Team look forward to next year and hopefully 

qualifying for the Team Quest Finals.  There are many prelim level riders; dependent upon 

funding, we aim to have both a Development and Senior Squad for 2018.
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RACING - ROYAL ARTILLERY GOLD CUP 

By Flt Lt Simon Allen 

A brilliant display of horsemanship in this year’s Castel Royal Artillery Gold Cup by 14 Squadrons 

SAC (T) Samuel Rhys Williams. 

Sam, an Aircraft Mechanical Technician who works at RAF Waddington, entered this race with an 

8 year old 16 hh horse named Bobonyx.  The pairing had a smooth race and finished in a 

respectable time, especially after the formidable early pace, which was dictated by the leaders 

including last year’s winner and favourite Rathlin Rose, trained by D Pipe.  The final stages of the 

race were extremely close with the lead changing multiple times with the long-time leader Renard, 

losing out to Midnight Monty and Rathlin Rose, who was extremely patiently ridden, who came on 

strong in the latter stages and really showed his class, eventually going on to win by over two 

lengths.  Rathlin Rose is the first horse to win this race consecutively for 28 years.  The RAF 

combination finished in a very solid 8th place and picked up some vital prize money which will 

help with funding the rest of the season in this money-sapping sport.  

 

Sam and Bob warming up. 
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Speaking with Sam after the race, he told me his horse is interestingly named after a Royal Naval 

submariner.  His name was Robert and he served on HMS Onyx, which was a wartime 

submarine, hence Bob-Onyx.  

Sam’s next outing is the Grand Military Gold Cup at Sandown Park; he will be riding in the Queen 

Mother Memorial hurdle, where he is scheduled to ride his home trained horse, Stolberg a 10 year 

old TB who goes brilliantly in the soft conditions; with the atrocious weather we have had of late, 

he should be in his element.  The account follows on in this annual report so please continue 

reading. 

 

 

Sam and Bob hard in training on the gallops. 
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RACING - QUEEN ELIZABETH THE QUEEN MOTHER MEMORIAL AMATEUR RIDERS' 

HANDICAP HURDLE 

 

By Flt Lt Simon Allen 

 

After a solid run at in this year’s Castel Royal Artillery Gold Cup, 14 Squadrons SAC (T) Samuel 

Rhys Williams was out again in the 15-furlong Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother Memorial 

Amateur Riders' Handicap Hurdle at Sandown. 

Sam, an Aircraft Mechanical Technician who works at RAF Waddington, entered this race with his 

10-year-old Irish horse Stolberg, who has breeding links with the great Supreme Leader, and is 

trained by Sam’s father; the combination had a great race and finished strong, but perhaps he just 

left it a fraction too late, but he still finished well up the card. 

The initial race action saw the nimble 14 year Ratify, ridden by the Ex Royal Artillery Lance 

Corporal Sally Reynolds, take the early lead with Skinflint, No Hiding Place and the French horse 

Briac in close pursuit.  Stolberg and Sam played a very tactical early race, and in the initial stages 

played a Steve Cram like approach sitting at the back of the field with a clear view of events 

ahead of him.  Approaching two and a half furlongs to go and two fences from home, Sam made 

his move and started to pick off the slower combinations and moved up comfortably to fifth in the 

soft to heavy ground.  Approaching the last fence ou,t Briac, the 7/2 favourite, was leading, but 

with the others horses tiring would they come back to the RAF pair?  Rafity rallied brilliantly and 

made an excellent job at the last fence making up ground on the leader.  No Hiding Place, ridden 

by the Italian Army Major Domenico D’alo, wasn’t out of the running either at this point, but the 

Sandown hill made its mark on the race.  Fitness and experience really told with Sally rolling back 

the years and powering away in the last 100 yards to win.  Sally has now won this race three 

times.  Sam and Stolberg didn’t quite see the stride to the last fence, but a clearly strong race and 

a great finish in fourth. 
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Speaking with Samuel after the race he told me “my plan was to sit and let the race unfold in front 

of me then pick them off one by one!  The only thing I didn’t factor in was that 3 horses kept 

galloping all the way to the line and I couldn’t quite catch them”. 

 
 

Sam, the RAFEAs only race jockey. 

 

 
 

SAC Williams receiving his Colours from Gp Capt Al Marshall.
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INTER STATION LEAGUE 2017 

The Inter Station League (ISL), which is aimed principally at developing grass root riders and very 

much key to the RAFEA rider improvement strategy, launched this year’s competition in February 

with 16 stations and teams entering.  Due to geographical spacing, and the complexity it brings, 

those Stations were then sub-divided into four cardinal regions, North, South, East, West, with the 

notion that sides in those key areas would ride against each other.  Regional winners would then 

take part in the finals in early Sep at Cranwell.  With a lot of behind the scenes work by Flying 

Officer Abi Booth and her team, the RAFEA had their finalists for 2017.  Through to the main finals 

were Odiham, Cranwell, Lossiemouth and DMS Whittington; Coningsby, High Wycombe, Marham 

and DCAE Cosford would participate in the runners up final.  Both competitions took place at 

Cranwell over the 8-9 Nov 17. 

The 2 days began with the riding tests, which are quite similar to the more widely known dressage 

tests, with the show jumping taking place in the afternoon.  For impartiality and transparency 

through the competitions both disciplines were marked by an independent judge; the recent 

addition of show jumping included positive points for correctness rather than just the normal 

negative penalties for knock downs, refusals and time faults.  As the combinations are particularly 

newly formed, the judges will now also mark the riders technical skills, which includes points for 

correct presentation to the fences and rider aids (how the rider communicates with the horse). 

This idea allows inexperienced riders to pick up valuable points through technically correct riding, 

but ultimately all the riders are progressing, learning as well as competing. 

 

Rocky on his way to another clear round? 
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Unquestionably riders were exceedingly nervous, but most were extremely proud to have just 

made it through to the finals.  For some, the ISL is their introduction to a competitive environment 

so being around supportive friends, colleagues and meeting others in an equivalent position really 

helps creates an enjoyable and encouraging atmosphere.  However, it’s predominantly about the 

taking part and rider growth that counts. 

With some really quite thrilling riding the overall winners of the ISL for 2017 were DMS 

Whittington, who had impressed not only at the finals but in their superb regional competition, the 

highlight being a great win over Sgt Sarah Marshall’s young Cosford squad.  A huge 

congratulations, not only to RAF Marham for winning the runners up finals and to Cranwell based 

Cpl Michelle Gorman for winning the main finals individual prize, but to all the riders that had 

made the effort to compete and shown some real fortitude, determination and stretched 

themselves throughout the year.  

Results for the 2017 ISL were: 

Finals: 

1st Place – DMS Whittington 

2nd Place – RAF Odiham 

3rd Place – RAF Cranwell 

4th Place – RAF Lossiemouth 

Final Individual Riders: 

1st Place – Cpl Michelle Gorman (RAF Cranwell) 

2nd Place – Kim Adams (RAF Odiham) 

3rd Place – SAC Trudy Gaston (RAF Odiham) 

Runner Up Team Finals: 

1st Place – RAF Marham 

2nd Place – DCAE Cosford 

3rd Place – RAF High Wycombe 

Runner Up Individual Riders: 

1st Place – Sgt Emma Morgan (DCAE Cosford) 

2nd Place – Sgt Flo Dent (RAF High Wycombe) 

3rd Place – SAC Kerri Holmes  
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RAF SPORTS COLOURS – EQUITATION – SERGEANT PAULA GOLDER 

By Gp Capt S Mackmin 

Sgt Paula Golder, for the second time, has been awarded her RAF Sports Colours in recognition 

of representing the RAF in senior level UK Armed Forces equestrian competitions against Army 

and Navy teams. 

Paula, a hugely talented horsewoman, re-joined the RAF team in 2016.  She represented the RAF 

at the UK Armed Forces Equestrian Championships and was part of a very strong RAF team in 

the Land Rover Services Team Jumping class at Royal Windsor Horse Show, which narrowly 

missed out of the jump off in front of Her Majesty the Queen.  In her extensive equestrian career 

she also competed in the Services Jumping Class at Olympia International Horse Show resulting 

a rock-solid 7th place in a very competitive field.  Previously Paula had represented the RAFEA 

from 2004 through to 2010 which is a fantastic commitment to any sport at this level. 

 

Paula receiving her award from Maj General Charles Fattorini  
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In addition to competing for the RAF equitation team, Paula was the RAFEA Safety Manager and 

organised the inaugural Awards Dinner; she is clearly a very capable individual who can be 

trusted to higher intent and always delivers a professional output.  She has sound judgement, 

strong management and leadership skills and will always go the extra mile to ensure things are 

completed properly. 

Sgt Golder is now on a loan of service three-year tour in a TG4 Role in Oman accompanied with 

her husband Lee and daughter Harriet.  The RAFEA hope they can continue to build their good 

connections with the Omani Military Equestrians.  They look forward to having such a capable 

horse woman in country that may be able to organise an overseas visit, allowing the RAFEA to 

compete and learn from our Omani equestrian friends. 

 

 

Banff and Paula at Olympia Horse Show 
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EVENTER GRAND PRIX 29- 30 JUNE 17 

By Cpl Alice Prior 

 

The inaugural Tri Service Eventer Grand Prix 

took place at the Defence Animal Centre on 29 

and 30 June 17; 6 RAF riders attended.  This 

event was created due to the delay of the Royal 

Tournament and the concept was for riders to 

train and compete over derby style fences.  The 

2 days proved to be constructive and catered 

for all individuals.  

  

        Flt Lt Nat Morrell and Ben  

The first day comprised of 2 training sessions; one in the grass arena and the other on a surface.  

The grass arena training allowed riders to practice SJ and XC fences, understanding the need to 

ride fences differently and the concept of approaches to fences with a slight incline or decline.  

The other session on the outdoor surface arena 

provided an opportunity for riders to concentrate 

on their technique while being put through their 

paces with related distances, jumping skinny’s 

and grid work.  Both sessions provided effective 

and diverse training within a short period of time.  

All instruction was highly professional and 

encouraging and riders commented on how 

constructive they had found the training.  

 

 

 
           Sqn Ldr Laurie Beynon and Ella  

 

On the second day, the Eventer 

Grand Prix took place where 

there were 3 choices of heights 

ranging from 80cm to 1.10m.  The 

course comprised of 6 show 

jumping fences, followed by 9 XC 

fences and then riders jumped a 

further 5 show jumping fences. 

Flt Lt Morrell was placed 2nd in the 

80 cm class, while Sqn Ldr 

Beynon was 2nd in 1m/1.05m 

class and in the 1.05/1.10m class, 

Sqn Ldr Kidd won followed by Cpl 

Prior in 2nd.   
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Cpl Dave Morris and Tommy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sqn Ldr Elise Kidd and Kite 
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UK ARMED FORCES EQUESTRIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS - ADDINGTON MANOR 22/ 23 APR 17 

By Flt Lt Simon Allen 

The weekend of the 22 & 23 Apr 18 brought together the RAF, Army, RN and the emergency 

services riders for UK Armed Forces Equestrian Championships, which were run at Addington 

Manor, Buckinghamshire.  The event was run over 2 days and had a wide spectrum of classes 

available, including not only grass roots classes but also Olympia qualifying opportunities for the 

more experienced riders.  

 

Elise warmed up and ready to go 

The show encompassed many aspects including Dressage, Show Jumping and the always 

exciting Tent Pegging.  It also contained a demonstration on how to get involved the innovative 

and developing area of dressage to music.  The show was real chance for the very new and 

exciting concept of having a specific RAF dressage team to come to fruition and according the 

dressage specialists were on hand.  Finally, and perhaps most importantly in terms of the overall 

strategy of the RAFEA, it was a chance for the RAFEA Chef D'équipe to see the main team in 

action in the Loriners Competition and to select combinations for Royal Windsor Horse Show.  

This article will focus on the dressage element, which is perhaps the most accessible of all the 

equestrian disciplines. 
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The first day had many levels of tests available, Intro, Preliminary and Novice, with the RAF 

Dressage Team having entries in all of the classes and at least 2 combinations per class.  The 

competition was run using two arenas with the more complex tests, being rightfully conducted in 

the long arena. 

The Intro tests were conducted in the 20 x 40 ménage, they contained walk and trot and are 

aimed at riders who are at the beginning their dressage career or have a young or inexperienced 

horse.  Preliminary tests are slightly more advanced and introduce the canter, with a higher test 

number indicating the difficulty of the test.  The tougher prelim tests were conducted in a larger 20 

x 60 arena, which was an excellent opportunity for combinations to gain vital experience as they 

are normally reserved for championship classes.  Finally, the Novice level, the most difficult test at 

this show, starts to introduce some of the more demanding movements that require much more 

control, such as lengthening and collection of stride, counter canter and the beautiful rein back. 

Sgt Emma Morgan and Cpl Osborn, both from RAF Cosford, were entered in the Intro level.  Cpl 

Osborn showed real character, stretching herself and displayed some real courage to overcome 

her nerves, gaining a very creditable score of 61.3%.  Emma completed a very solid test resulting 

in a score of 60.9%.  Later that afternoon they both took part in the Prelim test. This was a real 

challenge and a pushed them both well outside of their comfort zones however, both received 

suitable scores and more importantly valuable experience.  Both ladies have received a 

qualification card to compete at Intro level at Cricklands Nations Championships in Aug.  Flt Lt 

Patterson with her young horse Heroic Venture, a new and exciting partnership, took part in two 

prelims.  Both tests where calmly ridden resulting in excellent scores of 63.6% and 68.3% coming 

joint 5th in prelim, some really lovely riding. 

Flt Lt Avery and Sgt Keeley Skinner, with their striking mounts Casino of Wildrose and Rachan 

Wind Dancer were in the arena next.  Sgt Skinner took part in Prelim 19 and two Novice tests.  

Rachan Wind Dancer produced some excellent work for Keeley which resulted in solid scores of 

67.1%, 65% and 69.8% and 5th place plus qualification for Cricklands.  Not to be outdone Flt Lt 

Avery, with Casino of Wildrose, took part in 5 tests.  She rode them all very professionally with 

ultra-impressive scores of 71.38% and 3rd place in prelim 2, 61.67% in prelim 19, 67.4% Prelim 

12, 65% in Novice 37, 70.2 and 4th place in novice 24.  

Sqn Ldr Elizabeth Hale, from Battle, East Essex who studied at Writtle College, rode her new 

horse Darcy in the P19 scoring 68.3 and joint 5th, a real partnership to watch out for in the future. 

Liz, who is always impeccable with everything she does, had this to say: 

“This was my first visit to the UKAFEC competition held at Addington Manor.  I was very 

impressed with how well organised the show was and how smoothly everything ran, a real credit 

to those that worked so hard behind the scenes for us to have such an enjoyable weekend.  The 

showground is perfect as everything is so close that it is easy to watch show jumping and 

dressage from the same vantage point and it is a treat to have the stables so close to the lorry 

park.  The canteen is great and the international indoor arena is very impressive, this presented a 

great opportunity for me to practice in a new environment as I have not competed my new horse 

in a venue with so much to see and take in before!  I was very lucky to be placed in the Prelim 19 

dressage competition and will look forward to taking part in the UKAFEC Dressage champs this 

autumn!” 
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The consistent Sgt Sarah Marshall 

The newly established dressage team competed in the two novice classes although some also 

took part in the prelim as well.  The team consisted of Sgt David Carrothers, Sgt Marnie Long and 

Sgt Claire Tapp. 

Sqn Caitlin Ldr Wroe, was competing in a SJ class just minutes before her Novice 37 test, which 

is not ideal, but with a quick change of saddle and bridle, she showed her character and 

experience and after a very short warm up went straight in to the dressage arena.  It was a 

fascinating test to watch resulting in a secure score of 67.68 % and 2nd place.  Her second test on 

the Sunday received a score of 66.1%.  Sgt Marnie Long, with her homebred coloured mare Fleur, 

was impressive over the entire weekend, and took part in 3 tests.  This partnership were just 

brilliant with the following scores 74.1% and an amazing and well deserved first place, 60.63% in 

Prelim 19, 64.2% in Novice 37 and 68.8% in prelim 12.  She was on top of her game and perhaps 

the dressage rider of the weekend for the RAF.  Sgt David Carrothers entered the two novice tests 

with his large imposing boy JK Mariners.  David, who has a background as a jockey, obtained two 

scores of 63.4% in novice 37 and 64.3 in novice 24. 

Sgt Claire Tapp, HQ Air Command, Manning High Wycombe, took part with her attractive ex 

racing horse.  Claire has spent years schooling from him the race track to the dressage arena; this 

is not for the faint hearted, a much more of a challenge than people realise but Claire knows it’s 

worth the effort.  She competed her Thoroughbred in three tests obtaining the scores of 67.9% 6th 

place in prelim 19, 65.36% in Novice 37 and 65.4 in Novice 24.  All very respectable scores. 

Overall an excellent weekend, with competitor’s numbers up from last year and some prodigious 

results from the RAF riders.  This clearly shows that hard work, dedication and the commitment all 

of dressage riders and their horses is paying off.  
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Job done 
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THE ROYAL WINDSOR HORSE SHOW – ROYAL WINDSOR 10 - 14 MAR 2017 

 

By Flt Lt Simon Allen Photography by Mr Geoff Marston 

 

The Royal Windsor Horse Show (RWHS) is one of the foremost events in the RAF Equestrian 
calendar and accordingly competition for places is fierce.  The final selection took part at 
Addington Manor Show with the following combinations making the final 6 ; Ldr Laurie Beynon just 
missing out on automatic selection and was the teams reserve. 

Team A 

Sqn Ldr Caitlin Wroe riding Max Reserve (Team A) 

Sqn Ldr Sam Martin riding Cruise Hero (Team A) 

Sqn Ldr Elise Kidd riding City lights II (Team A) 

Team B 

Cpl David Morris riding Albecyn Tommy on Time (Team B) 

Sgt Sarah Marshall riding Angel (Team B) 

Cpl Alice Prior riding Woodend Picasso (Team B) 

 

Thirty teams competed in two sections – Mounted Working Horse (MWH) and Non- Mounted 
Working Horses (NMWH).  The RAFEA entered 2 teams of 3 riders into the NMWH section.  Each 
rider completes a round of SJ at 1.05m, with the 1st riders in each team competing in drawn order, 
followed by all the 2nd riders in each team and finally all the 3rd riders.  The top teams from each 
section qualify for the jump off, which is up to 1.10m. 

For the team A, Sqn Ldr Caitlin Wroe and Max Reserve, one of the teams most experienced 
combinations, were the first into the extremely daunting all seated and encircled Castle Arena.  
After her professionally crafted and well controlled clear round, Team A were in a really strong 
position with a great chance of some silverware. 

Cpl David Morris was first into the arena for the RAF Team B, but things didn’t go to plan; he 
remained upbeat and pragmatic post his unfortunate elimination and said: 

“I was over the moon to be selected to compete at the RWHS.  It’s been the biggest objective for 
Tommy and I this year.  We had been on top form in the run up to the competition and I was 
feeling fairly confident about how he was going to perform.  Unfortunately, fence 5 seemed to be 
causing a few issues and after a very positive start, it turned out to be our nemesis.  In the 
afternoon we had the privilege of parading with our horses in front of HRH, which was unlike 
anything I’ve ever had the honour of being involved with.  Overall, a truly tremendous experience 
and one I will treasure and reminisce about for years to come.” 

 

Squadron Leaders Sam Martin and Elise Kidd both accrued 4 faults each in their well-structured 
rounds, a brilliant display of top level military show jumping.  This clearly underlines that hard 
work, commitment and the RAFEA’s organisation and training strategy is thriving and now 
realising tangible results.  With a total score of 8 faults, Team A were through to the jump off.  Sgt 
Sarah Marshall and Cpl Alice Prior both also rode  brilliantly and were unfortunate to have just one 
pole down also accumulating just 4 faults each, but a priceless experiences for both partnerships 
who I’m sure will be back even stronger next year. 
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Cpl David Morris riding Albecyn Tommy on Time  

For the team this would mean that that one combination would go through to the 1.10m jump off in 
front of HRH, Max and Caitlin were selected and lived up to the Chef d’Equipe’s, Squadron leader 
Karen Brough, decision producing yet another well-thought-out and calmly ridden tactical round 
for double clear at the Show – which kept the team in fourth place and kept the pressure on the 
Navy, Pangboure CCF and Bahrain Defence Force to have to ride fast and clear if they were to 
stay ahead of the RAF. 

 

After her round Sqn Ldr Wroe, who exercises her horses at her mother’s yard in Waunfawr, near 
Caernarfon, North Wales, had this to say: 

 

“It was a fantastic day for me and the RAFEA, I felt incredibly nervous due to the self-induced 
pressure of wanting to secure a clear round for the team. Max was just awesome and we 
achieved what we had set out to do, he is a brilliant horse.  After all the teams had jumped I found 
out that we had made it into the top 7 teams in the non-mounted section and needed to nominate 
a rider for the jump off, I was absolutely delighted to be nominated for the jump off in front of Her 
Majesty the Queen- a real honour and privilege for me and another career highlight”. 

 

She went on to thank all the people that had enabled the team to gain this result and in particular 
Flt Lt Carrie McDonnell who has now ridden at 4 and assisted at 8 RWHS which is an astonishing 
effort. 
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Results for the Queen's Plate. (NMWHS): 

 

1. Bahrain Defence Force 

2. Pangbourne College 

3. Royal Navy Team White 

4. RAF A Team 

 

The RAFEA Chairman Gp Capt Sara Mackmin was super pleased with the RAF riders, horses 
and support staff and said: 

 

“It was fantastic to see the RAF back at the top of UK Armed Forces show jumping with not one 
but two strong teams at this year’s Royal Windsor Horse Show.  Caitlin, Sam and Elise did an 
amazing job keeping their cool under significant pressure at such a high-profile public event to 
place 4th overall.  The current high standard of so many of our RAF senior riders is helping 
underpin the recreation of a UK Armed Forces show jumping team and we look forward to seeing 
them compete at Hickstead and Olympia later this year”. 

 

 

Sgt Sarah Marshall with the brilliant Angel  
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ROYAL NAVY LORINERS LEG, OLYMPIA QUALIFIER & CRICKLANDS SJ CHAMPIONSHIP 

11 - 13 AUG 18 

 

By Sqn Ldr Benyon / Photography by Mr Geoff Marston 

 

LORINERS – ROYAL NAVAL LEG 

The first day saw the Navy Leg of the Loriners Inter-Service Competition; this was a Combined 

Training Competition format, with a Dressage Test followed by a round of Show Jumping at 

1.05m. 

The team all performed superbly in the Dressage Test with 2 of our riders; Sqn Ldr Sam Martin on 

Cruise and Cpl Alice Prior on Woodland Picasso (Marmalade), scoring over 70% and coming 

second and third respectively.  After the Dressage the RAF were in first place, closely followed by 

the Army with the Navy narrowly trailing them in third. 

Heading into the Show Jumping phase, all the combinations were performing well.  Sqn Ldr Caitlin 

Wroe with Mistress Molly (Molly) jumped a lovely clear; one of the few of the afternoon.  Sqn Ldr 

Sam Martin, Sqn Ldr Laurie Beynon and Cpl Alice Prior all had just had four faults. 

With these solid results the RAF won the Navy Leg of the Loriners’ Series.  This put the RAF and 

Army on an equal footing for the final round which was to be held at the RAF Championships in 

Sept 2017. 

 

 

From Left to Right: 

Cpl Alice Prior with Woodland Picasso, Sqn Ldr Laurie Beynon with Ellatine, Sqn Ldr Sam Martin with Cruise and  

Sqn Ldr Caitlin Wroe with Mistress Molly. 
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OLYMPIA QUALIFIER 

Three of our RAF Team riders, Sqn Ldr’s Elise Kidd, Caitlin Wroe and Sam Martin, all took on the 

Qlympia Qualifier (1.10m plus).  All the combinations performed superbly in what was a very 

competitive class.   

Sqn Ldr Elise Kidd stole the show on Willibrord, who jumped the fastest clear round to come first, 

narrowly followed by Sqn Ldr Caitlin Wroe with Max, who also jumped a clear.  Caitlin also 

managed a fourth place on Molly as the fastest four fault round.  Sqn Ldr Sam Martin’s Cruise 

Hero just missed out on the top placings but, as always, had a very competitive round. 

 

Sqn Ldr Elise Kidd with Willibrord 
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Sqn Ldr Elise Kidd with Willibrord
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CRICKLANDS SJ QUALIFIER 

 

This class consisted of 2 Speed Classes and 2 Heats over 2 days.  There were 2 RAF riders 

entered into this competition; Sqn Ldr Laurie Beynon and Cpl Alice Prior. 

The first Day saw Cpl Alice Prior on Marmalade and Sqn Ldr Laurie Beynon on Ella coming 5th 

and 8th respectively.  

In Heat 1, Cpl Alice Prior, on Marmalade, produced a lovely round sadly having the last fence 

down and missing out on the placings by 1 but looking competitive for the next day. 

On Day 2 Cpl Alice Prior on Marmalade and Sqn Ldr Laurie Beynon on Ella came 4th and 8th 

respectively.  Both Speed classes where on grass – which helped these two partnerships as they 

major in eventing and therefore used to jumping on this surface. 

In Heat 2, both Laurie & Alice Prior on Marmalade had good rounds but a single pole saw them 

out of the placings. 

Overall it was an extremely successful weekend for our RAF combinations, who now look set for 

the Inter-Services Championships and Olympia Qualifying Classes.  Throughout the weekend the 

Team had superb ground support which made transitions between events and timings run 

smoothly.  There is no doubt that what makes a successful team is the effort and support that 

goes on behind the scenes that people rarely get to see or hear about, the riders are most grateful 

to our supporters and grooms who gave up their time to ensure the success of the team; they 

provided continuous encouragement and support.  Particular thanks go to Flt Lt Carrie Moore who 

as always supported the team tremendously and Sgt Kathy Froome, who also attended on foot.   

The RAF Team are in a strong position and look forward to the RAF Championships; the final leg 

of the Loriners Series and the last opportunity to gain Olympia qualifying points.  
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THE ROYAL TOURNAMENT - DEFENCE ANIMAL CENTRE 11-13 OCT 2017 

 

By Sgt David Carrothers Photography by Mr Geoff Marston 

 

The Defence Animal Centre hosts the prestigious Royal Tournament each year.  This event is 

usually held each June, but due to military commitments it had to be postponed this year until 

October.  This 3 day Show Jumping competition is held on grass, so the windy autumn weather 

proved to make riding conditions very difficult.  The Royal Air Force was represented in this 

competition by 3 riders: Sqn Ldr Sam Martin, Sqn Ldr Laurie Beynon, Cpl Alice Prior and their 

horses Cruise Hero, Ellatine and Woodland Picasso. 

 

 
 

Cpl Alice Prior with Woodland Picasso. 

 

The first competition saw all 3 riders take part in the highly competitive Team Jumping class.  This 

class is made up of 16 teams from the Army, Navy and the Police.  The course was set at a height 

of 1.05m and proved to be very challenging.  All 3 of the RAF rides had two fences down each, 

resulting in a score of 24 faults.  Due to the complexity of the course, 24 faults saw the RAF team 

take 3rd place. 

 

To finish of the first day’s events, all 3 riders tackled the first of the senior classes.  This was the 

Prince of Wales, which had a course of fences set at 1.10m.  Sqn Ldr Sam Martin and his horse 

Cruise Hero took to the challenge first.  They had a great round, but had 2 fences down resulting 
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in 8 faults.  Next up was Cpl Alice Prior and her horse Woodlands Picasso.  This was her first 

attempt at stepping up to the senior level classes and she tackled the course with confidence, 

completing it with 12 faults, having had 3 fences down.  Last to go for the RAF was Sqn Ldr Laurie 

Beynon and her relatively new horse Ellatine.  This was also the first time this partnership had 

tackled a senior course at the Royal Tournament and they took to the challenge finishing on 20 

faults. 

 

 

 
 

Sqn Ldr Sam Martin with Cruise Hero 

 

Day 2 of the Tournament saw Sqn Ldr Sam Martin take on the second of the senior classes, The 

Kings Cup.  This is a course of fences set at 1.15m which, on grass in windy autumn weather, is 

not for the faint hearted.  Sqn Ldr Martin rode an excellent round with 3 fences down, 12 faults 

seeing him finish just outside the placings.  Although the final leg of the Loriners competition was 

held in September, the 2nd day also consisted of the prize giving.  The RAF Team did 

exceptionally well, and finished joint first with the Army, with the Royal Navy finishing third. 

 

The final day at the Royal Tournament is always the Derby Day.  This is a very challenging course 

consisting of a mix of Show Jumping and Cross Country fences.  Two of the RAF riders entered 

the Intermediate Derby, where the course was set with fences at 1.10m.  Cpl Alice Prior was the 

first RAF rider to go and had an excellent round, finishing with 2 fences down and 8 faults, earning 

her a third place in the class.  

 

Sqn Ldr Laurie Beynon was next to take to the challenge. Laurie was going extremely well until 

she got to the 7th fence, where her horse Ellatine took a distinct dislike to the set of ditch fences. 
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This fence proved to be problematic to quite a few other combinations, but Sqn Ldr Beynon’s 

determination ensured she completed the obstacle before leaving the ring. 

 

  
Sqn Ldr Laurie Beynon with Ellatine 

 

The last Derby of the day was the Senior Derby, where the fences were set at heights up to 

1.20m.  Sqn Ldr Sam Martin took to the challenge, with his horse Cruise Hero.  At this stage of the 

day the weather conditions were not good at all, but Sam still rode through the complications.  He 

had a fantastic round, finishing with just 2 fences down and a score of 8 faults, resulting a very 

respectable 2nd in the class. 
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LORINERS RAF LEG 

 

By Flt Lt Simon Allen, Photography by WO George Parish and Mr Geoff Marsden 

 

What a competition it has been this year, just spectacular!  With a nail-biting finish, with some of 

the best military combinations available, the Loriners Class certainly continued to provide 

excitement as the final class was played out at this year’s RAF Championships, the final part of 

the three-leg competition. 

 

Coming into the RAF Championships, the Army and the RAF were equal on eight points, with both 

teams taking a win and a second in the preceding two legs.  The RN was unfortunately out of the 

running this year, but again showed great commitment in entering the class, as for most of the 

combinations the journey is truly enormous.  A huge thank you to the Senior Service and we look 

forward to your comeback next year.  The commitment for all the combinations cannot go 

unnoticed, keeping horses at this standard takes real grit and dedication with many unsung 

heroes that are often in the background and so important to a winning team.  The RAFEA thanks 

you all. 

 

 
 

A great shot! by Woodend Picasso ridden by Cpl Alice Prior and WO George Parish 

 

The RAF leg of the Loriners normally takes the guise of dressage, SJ and XC.  This year a bit of 

spice was added to the mix with the pure SJ class and separate XC changed for an "eventer 

challenge" which comprised of SJ and XC fences, a combination that is no mean feat and asks 

some really different questions. 

 

The dressage element proved to be a great platform for the showdown event.  After all the 

competitors had completed their BE100 tests, the Army and RAF were only separated by one 
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point - how close do you want it!  All the RAF combinations, Woodend Picasso ridden by Cpl Alice 

Prior, Villager with Sqn Ldr Victoria Elise Kidd, and Mistress Molly and Sqn Ldr Caitlin Wroe, set 

down good tests.  Alice had the standout performance and would go on to take the individual win 

with a very classy performance.  All the pairings had been going great all weekend, things looked 

very positive for the RAF going into the final stages. 

 

With the RAF and RN teams only fielding three combinations in this important and all deciding 

final leg it was imperative that they all completed the course; failure to do so would mean 

elimination and that could make very things interesting.  The eventer challenge was living up to its 

name, proving extremely difficult and clearly displaying that there's nothing as good a lever as 

horses.  You think you're on top of the world and that you are riding like Tim Stockdale on Fresh 

Direct Corlato in the Nations Cup, then it all goes south. 

 

 
 

Sqn Ldr Wroe with the awesome Mistress Molly 

 

With an excellent performance by Mistress Molly and Caitlin, with a time of 100.05 seconds 

against the 108 seconds optimum time and just 4 show jumping penalties, they would take the 

individual win.  The superbly named Puddledub Ragamuffin, ridden by Cpl Daisley, and Udo Van 

De Borg, ridden by Pte Mackerill, both Army, came a very close second.  Alice was next to go.  

The pair had a solid fourth in the previous Spitfire Class, BE 100 and 95cm SJ and were looking 

very good.  With a well ridden first phase over the show jumping section they parted company at 

the first cross country fence with a very heavy fall; thankfully horse and rider were uninjured. 

 

Elise was last to go with Villager.  Following a brief that the first riders had incurred time penalties 

for being too slow, they set off at a good pace with Villager displaying some real scope and power 

and individually achieving a fourth place, despite a few time penalties for going under the optimum 
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time; somewhat of a dark art.  Despite Villager’s efforts, the RAF were eliminated as they only had 

two scores to count. 

 

 
 

Villager with Sqn Ldr Kidd 

 

However, the course would have its say and bit back hard.  Astonishingly none of the teams 

managed to get 3 of their combinations round.  With some serious pouring over the rules and 

advice from the UKAFEA the final Leg was declared a draw. 

 

A tense end to one of the most exciting and challenging Loriners in sometime.  With the overall 

standings of the RAF and the Army on 9 points the series was declared a draw.  The winner’s 

spoils were presented at the Royal Tournament at DAC, Melton Mowbray. 

 

The RAFEA would like to thank the Army and RN for the excellent competition and 

congratulations to all the combinations that have competed this year. 

 

We would also like to thank the continued sponsorship from CAE, Bedmax and Joe Weller BE 

Course Builders.  We would particularly like to thank the Loriners for their long-standing 

partnership of this class and military equestrianism as a whole and hope it will continue for many 

years to come. 
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OLYMPIA HORSE SHOW DEC 2017 

 

By Sqn Ldr Sam Martin 

 

Three RAF riders qualified for the Finals of the Services Jumping Championship (as reported in 

RAF News 15 Dec 17) which meant they would compete against 5 other riders from the Army and 

Navy, at the prestigious Olympia International Horse Show in London.  The RAF combinations 

were Sqn Ldr Elise Kidd and her horse Villager, Sqn Ldr Sam Martin riding Cruise Hero, and Sqn 

Ldr Caitlin Wroe riding Mistress Molly.  For some, the very long journey to Central London was 

more problematic than others; the snow and ice which affected the UK in days before Christmas 

saw Sam having to enlist the help of a local farmer to dig his horse trailer out of a 3-foot-deep 

snowdrift just to get there. 

 

 
 

The ultra-experienced Sam and Cruise Hero 
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Nevertheless, with the riders and their horses having arrived safely at Kensington, there was a 

real air of expectation in the stables could the RAF riders pull off the win.  This was Elise’s second 

time competing at Olympia and her horse had been showing some excellent form in the run up to 

the show; Caitlin was a previous winner of the class in 2013 on Max Reserve, while Sam had 

finished 4th in 2015 and 3rd in 2016.  However, this year the organisers had introduced a change 

in the qualification criteria, which had noticeably raised the standard of riding of all the 

participants,  As a result, the crowd were looking forward to a very close and exciting competition. 

 

 
 

Elise and Villager on their way to yet another great round 

 

The format of the Class is 2 rounds of show jumping in the main ring at Olympia.  The arena is 

incredibly tight and imposing as large crowds always attend this extremely popular Christmas 

event, with some of the spectators literally within touching distance of the horses.  This provides a 

great atmosphere but can be rather unnerving for highly strung horses that are not used to that 

sort of venue; it would take some real classy riding to get the very best out of their horses in this 

demanding, but electrifying environment.  Faults from the first round are carried forward to the 

second round, where the jumps are raised and the time becomes a real and important factor; the 

combinations with the lowest faults in the quickest time for round 2 would be crowned the Inter-

Service Champion.  In the first round, 5 riders, including the RAF trio, jumped clear rounds and the 

course designer took the opportunity to test the riders in the second round by significantly raising 

the height of the fences.   
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Sqn Ldr Kidd and Villager were the first of RAF riders to go in the second round, she rode a super-

quick round, the fastest of anyone, some 5 seconds quicker than the overall winner, but her horse 

knocked 3 fences down leaving her on a total of 12 faults.  Sam also rode a swift round, with one 

of the classes most daring and committed turns in order to save a little time, but was unlucky to 

knock one fence down, leaving him quickest of the riders but on 4 faults.  Staff Sgt Ben Moore 

from the Kings Troop Royal Horse Artillery then rode a clear round on his Army horse Lucas to 

take provisional lead.  As the competition came to its climax, Sqn Ldr Wroe, who was last to go, 

rode her brave little mare Mistress Molly for another lightning fast round, but was exceptionally 

unlucky to knock a single fence down which dropped the Welsh paring to 3rd in the overall 

standings.   

 

 
 

Previous winner of this class, Caitlin and the astonishing Mistress Molly 

 

Although not the win for the RAF riders, there was some real grit and moral courage shown in this 

event showcasing differing tactics from all three riders: real class with total commitment from 

Elise; tight powerful turns with fighter pilot quick thinking from Sam; and just pure desire to win 

from Caitlin and Mistress Molly, who at 15 hands 1 inches, is barley big enough to be classed as a 

horse but takes on everything and anyone, so be warned! 

 

In 2016, Staff Sgt Ben Moore had been forced to withdraw from the competition due to a family 

illness.  This win was particularly special for him and his young daughter Grace, who is now 

recovering well.  The RAFEA would like to congratulate all the riders for a real Christmas 

spectacle and thank the organisers of this truly stunning event. 
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At the end of a close fought and a cracking competition which show cased the talent in the 

Services - the final rankings were: 

 

Rider 

 

Horse Total Faults Time (2nd round) 

Staff Sgt Ben Moore KTRHA Lucas 0 53.95 secs 

Sqn Ldr Sam Martin RAF Cruise Hero 4 49.95 secs 

Sqn Ldr Caitlin Wroe RAF Mistress Molly  4 50.99 secs 

LCpl Phillipa Griffin Marros Freddie Fox 4 52.85 secs 

Capt Amy Parkinson KTRHA Paddy’s Aubano 8 56.34 secs 

PO Sophie Fuller RN  Infinaty 8 58.40 secs 

Sqn Ldr Elise Kidd RAF Villager 12 48.50 secs 

LCpl Nicola Bell REME Claragh Captain 16 51.88 secs 
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